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Summary16

Saltmarshes and mudflats provide many valuable services to society,17

including coastal protection. Previous studies have established the18

nonlinearity of wave attenuation with habitat width, and variation with19

vegetation type. However, spatial variation in the level of coastal protection20

has not been quantified on a national scale. Spatial distribution and fine (5021

m) scale structure of saltmarsh habitat at a national scale was combined22

with calculations of wave fetch at a 200 m scale. Effective wave exposure23

as a result of wave attenuation over habitat was calculated for areas of24

coastline within 5 km of habitat areas. Effective wave exposure was25

combined with data layers on building and farmland locations in order to26

assess relative protection provision. A metric of coastal protection was27

calculated for the entire coastline of England, UK, based on the proximity28

of human infrastructure and farmland. In scaling existing local and regional29

data on coastal protection to a national level, we may examine how coastal30

protection varies regionally and provide a criterion for coastal ecosystem31

managers to select marshes critical for conservation. Our index shows32

greatest protection of human infrastructure by marshes in the east and south33

of the UK, where saltmarshes are on relatively open coastlines with nearby34

built-up areas and agriculture.35

Keywords: coastal management; coastal protection index; habitat extent; saltmarsh;36

wave attenuation; UK, England37
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1 Introduction38

Saltmarshes and mudflats exist on large portions of coastline around the UK and Europe39

(Boorman, 2003). Composed of terrestrial, halophytic plant species well-adapted to40

living in an environment frequently inundated by saline water (Adnitt et al., 2007) and41

fronted by unvegetated mudflats, these coastal ecosystems provide valuable coastal42

protection, climate regulation, and agricultural and habitat provisioning functions43

(Gedan et al., 2011; Möller, 2012). Due to processes associated with climate change,44

these habitats and the ecosystem functions that they perform are likely to become45

increasingly important (Boorman, 2003; Adnitt et al., 2007). As global climate change46

raises sea levels and increases storm intensity and frequency (Lowe et al., 2001),47

flooding and land erosion pose a greater danger to coastal populations. If saltmarsh48

habitat is lost or degraded, coastal communities are more susceptible to damage from49

waves, floods, storm surges and erosion (Gedan et al., 2011).50

The degree and type of coastal protection varies between marshes, and is location51

specific (Möller, 2012). Protection may be in the form of wave attenuation, shoreline52

stabilization, or floodwater attenuation (Gedan et al., 2011; Möller, 2012), and defense53

against one threat does not necessarily assure suitable defense against another.54

Furthermore, characteristics of different saltmarshes mean that one saltmarsh may be55

better able to provide protection or resist erosion than another (Adnitt et al., 2007;56

Möller, 2012). Adding to the complexity of how saltmarshes provide coastal protection57

is the damage caused to them by the very threats they are protecting against. Even as a58

saltmarsh attenuates wave energy, its seaward edge will be degraded due to the erosive59

effects of the waves (Hughes and Paramor, 2004; McLoughlin et al., 2015), potentially60

leading to saltmarsh loss and increased danger to coastal communities.61

There are many interacting biophysical characteristics of saltmarsh that influence62

coastal protection functioning, including type, density, diversity and structure of63
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vegetation, wave exposure, water depth and wave heights, and type of saltmarsh, e.g.64

estuarine saltmarsh or beach head saltmarsh (Möller, 2006; Beaumont et al., 2007;65

Möller, 2012; Ford et al., 2016). Larger-scale physical structure, such as habitat66

fragmentation or coastline shape, is also important (JNCC, 2004) in determining67

provision and type of coastal protection. The nature of the resulting ecosystem service68

delivered also depends on human land use in the locality: the presence of buildings,69

infrastructure or farming activities around or near the habitat, for example. This spatial70

complexity in protective value leads to significant challenges in deciding which71

saltmarshes are most important to preserve.72

A common trend in ecosystem-based management is to focus on conserving larger73

saltmarsh ecosystems based on the assumption that the protective services saltmarshes74

provide are related linearly to the size of the ecosystem (Barbier et al., 2008). However,75

King and Lester (1995) performed a study that sought to assign monetary value to76

saltmarshes. Their results indicated that even small marshes can provide immense cost77

savings in terms of coastal defense. Protecting or rehabilitating an existing marsh was78

also substantially more cost-effective than building hard sea defense structures such as79

sea walls. The conclusions of the study by Barbier et al. (2008) and research by Gedan80

et al. (2011) further demonstrate significant nonlinearity in ecosystem functions like81

wave attenuation. Work by Koch et al. (2009), Gedan et al. (2011), Shepard et al. (2011)82

and several other studies (Moeller et al., 1996; Möller and Spencer, 2002; Möller, 2006)83

indicate that the first 10-20 metres of saltmarsh provide up to 50% of total wave84

attenuation. Thus, even relatively narrow marshes have the ability to provide significant85

coastal protection through wave attenuation, and it is clear that habitat width alone86

should not be used as a defining factor in whether or not a marsh should be preserved. As87

a result, there is a need for the development of indices which account for spatial habitat88

structure at a range of scales.89
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Previous studies that empirically estimate how saltmarshes contribute to coastal90

protection have singled out individual marshes or areas of marsh. In the UK, this91

includes the Dengie Peninsula in Essex (Möller and Spencer, 2002; Möller, 2006;92

Barbier et al., 2008; Ford et al., 2016) and Morecambe Bay (Ford et al., 2016), both of93

which have extensive saltmarshes and an abundance of available data. To date, however,94

there has been a relative lack of coast-wide evaluation and analysis. There is a need to95

expand these measures of coastal protection more broadly around the coast and to96

develop a means of identifying habitat that provides the greatest levels of ecosystem97

functions leading to coastal protection services. Given the significant wave attenuation98

that can be provided even by small marshes, scaling such data on wave attenuation by99

saltmarsh width to a national level will be highly relevant to identifying marshes that100

may provide significant coastal protection.101

In addition to information on potential wave attenuation by a saltmarsh of any width,102

it is relevant to consider whether a given saltmarsh would actually protect human103

interests (Koch et al., 2009). Integrating a national-scale estimate of wave attenuation104

with information on the presence of human infrastructure and interests, such as105

agricultural land or buildings, could provide a baseline estimate for the protection of106

human interests by saltmarshes via wave attenuation. An estimate of this kind, even if107

rudimentary, may provide information useful for coastal management and prioritization108

of saltmarshes for conservation in a given area (Beaumont et al., 2007; Barbier et al.,109

2008).110

For the United Kingdom, national and nearby international coastline data are easily111

available and regularly updated (SeaZone, 2007; Natural Earth, 2013; Ordnance Survey,112

2015; Holmes, 2017). Recent efforts have mapped the extent and nature of coastal habitat113

types at the national scale (Environment Agency, 2011, 2012; Natural England, 2014)114

while buildings and agricultural land are also mapped at high resolution (Natural England,115
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2013; Ordnance Survey, 2017). Integrating information for these national datasets, it is116

possible to evaluate the contributions of individual saltmarshes to coastal protection.117

This work developed a metric for coastal protection provided by the saltmarshes of the118

UK using a number of open access spatial datasets, and fine-scale computations of wave119

exposure and spatial structuring of habitat. By combining wave attenuation capabilities120

of saltmarshes with the presence of nearby human infrastructure, this metric provides a121

way to identify the habitats that are of greatest value to humans, based on their provision122

of sea defence through wave attenuation.123

2 Methods124

2.1 OVERVIEW125

Wave exposure was calculated for the entire coastline of England and Wales. At the same126

spatial points, multi-directional calculations accounting for fine-scale structure of127

saltmarsh habitat allowed the estimation of wave attenuation. A protection index was128

calculated that identifies saltmarshes that provide high levels of coastal protection to129

human infrastructure.130

2.2 DATA SOURCES131

Land extents were derived from high-water line data (SeaZone, 2007; Ordnance Survey,132

2015; Holmes, 2017). Saltmarsh extent and zonation classification were derived from133

shapefiles produced by aerial surveys (Environment Agency, 2011, 2012). Building134

locations and farmland quality classifications were obtained from Natural England135

(2013); Ordnance Survey (2017).136
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2.3 DISTANCE AND DENSITY CALCULATIONS137

Land cover polygons (UK, Ireland and northwestern Europe) were rasterized at a 200 m138

scale, and coastal points were identified. The distance from each coastal point within 5 km139

of saltmarsh habitat to the nearest land point (Natural Earth, 2013) in 8 different directions140

was calculated at 0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, and 315° from north. Summing the nearest141

distances to land and calculating the mean provided the average wave fetch at each point142

(Figure 1a). The search for land in each direction was truncated at 200 km, as greater143

distances have limited influence on wave exposure (Burrows et al., 2008). The same144

study indicated that fetch weighted by (spatially variable) directional wind energy did not145

improve predictions, and so this was omitted here. Fetch was insensitive to calculation146

involving 8 or 16 directions, and so the former was used. Fetch values were verified147

against those found by Burrows et al. (2008).148

To calculate saltmarsh width, the UK coastline was rasterized at a 50 m scale, as149

were habitat extents in England and Wales (for which shapefiles were available). In the150

proximity of saltmarsh habitat (within 5 km), the distance over the habitat immediately151

bounding each coastal cell was measured in the same 8 directions as the fetch152

calculation, and the mean was calculated (Figure 1b). Calculation in a particular153

direction was curtailed by presence of cells identified as land (non saltmarsh) or water, to154

a maximum limit of 20 cells (1 km).155
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Fig. 1: Calculations for locating the nearest land points and obtaining saltmarsh
widths. In panels (a) and (b), blue shading indicates water and tan shading
represents land. (a) Location of nearest land point in eight directions for a
sample coastal boundary point (high water line, 200 m cell scale); (b) Location
of saltmarsh back boundary in sixteen directions for a sample coastal boundary
point (50 m cell scale). Eight directions only were used in final calculations;
(c) Fitted relationship between wave distance traversed over saltmarsh and wave
attenuation.

2.4 WAVE ATTENUATION CALCULATION156

Field data on wave attenuation over saltmarsh in northwestern Europe were extracted157

from Moeller et al. (1996), Möller et al. (1999), Möller and Spencer (2002), Bouma et al.158

(2005), Cooper (2005), Möller (2006), Koch et al. (2009), and Shepard et al. (2011). The159

data used from each study were restricted to average wave-height attenuation values,160

given by the percent reduction in wave height over a marsh transect of some given161

length, and ignoring spatial and temporal variability in vegetation structure (see162

Discussion). To incorporate the long-term temporal scale of the studies, which all163

spanned months, only temporally-averaged values were used. These average values also164

include a variety of water depths and relative wave heights, factors which are known to165

influence wave attenuation by vegetation (Möller and Spencer, 2002; Möller, 2006;166

Anderson et al., 2011). Some studies also included information on wave energy167

reduction, which was not included for consistency in data type. Data were extracted both168
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directly from the text and manually from figures. After a literature search and169

comparison with the literature reviews of Anderson et al. (2011) and Möller (2012), the170

data used here includes, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, all field data on171

wave-height reduction by coastal saltmarshes in northwestern Europe.172

A power-law model for percent wave attenuation against habitat width was fitted to173

the field data described above using the nonlinear least squares method. This model was174

evaluated against several other models fitted to the same data, including general175

power-law models and log-linear models, and selected as the optimal model using176

Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC). Residuals of the model behave randomly, and177

there is no evidence of autocorrelation or heteroscedastic variance in a graphical analysis178

of the residuals (not shown), suggesting the assumptions made in fitting the power-law179

model are appropriate.180

The fitted model was used to estimate the proportional reduction in wave fetch by181

attenuation over saltmarsh for all coastal points in England and Wales within 5 km of182

saltmarsh. Given the saltmarsh width, percent wave attenuation was calculated in each183

direction, and then multiplied by the corresponding wave fetch to obtain the reduction in184

fetch. This value was subtracted from the fetch, thus providing effective fetch at each185

point.186

Using the fitted model, the "effective wave fetch" (in each direction) was calculated187

as188

z = f − y × f

100
(1)

where f is wave fetch and y is percent attenuation. The directional values were summed189

to provide overall values of Z =
∑

z and F =
∑

f for each coastal point.190
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2.5 PROTECTION INDEX191

An estimate of coastal protection ecosystem service was calculated by linking the192

estimated wave attenuation function with measures of building density and agricultural193

land density and quality. Agricultural land within 1 km of saltmarsh was identified and194

its grade A was classified from 1 (excellent) to 5 (poor) (Natural England, 2013). This195

grade is assigned based on several criteria, including limitations of the land (e.g.,196

limitations affecting the timing of crop cultivation), the typical variety of potential crops197

that can be planted, and the expected level and consistency of crop yield (Natural198

England, 2013). Buildings within 1 km of saltmarsh were extracted in raster form from199

Ordnance Survey (2017), and the density B of buildings per cell was calculated.200

Maximum building density (averaged over a 1 km radius) was B = 0.5 buildings per201

cell. This range was divided in 5 categories, to match farmland classification.202

An exponentially declining value was assigned to both building density and203

agricultural land grade/density (Table 1). Habitat that contributes greatly to coastal204

protection but has little to no human infrastructure to protect was given far less value205

than saltmarshes that protect more human infrastructure.206

A measure of protection was calculated for each coastal point (at 50 m scale):207

PI = (F − Z)×max {value(A), value(B)} , (2)

where (F − Z) describes the absolute reduction in wave fetch, multiplied by the value208

of nearby farmland A or buildings B (taken from Table 1). The use of the maximum209

ensures that important areas of building and farmland are both assigned high values of210

PI . As with previous calculations, each 50 m scale coastal cell was paired with the211

nearest geographical wave fetch measurement from the 200 m scale.212

For wave fetch, effective fetch and saltmarsh widths, heatmaps were created for the213
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UK coastline, as well as for saltmarshes identified as important based on their protection214

index. Heatmaps of the merged protection index were produced at a national scale and for215

selected local regions, including a much investigated site in Essex (Möller and Spencer,216

2002; Möller, 2006; Barbier et al., 2008; Ford et al., 2016).217

Farmland Grade (A) No farmland 5 4 3 2 1
Building Density (B) 0 (0, 0.1] (0.1, 0.2] (0.2, 0.3] (0.3, 0.4] (0.4, 0.5]

Value 0.0001 0.01 0.05 0.15 0.5 1.0

Table 1: Values assigned to building density and agricultural land grades. The values
reflect their relative importance; high densities of buildings or excellent quality farmland
are weighted much more heavily than extremely low values or poor quality farmland.

2.6 SOFTWARE218

Data analysis was performed using R software version 3.4.0 (R Core Team, 2017a) and219

spatial libraries sp, raster, nabor, maptools, rgeos, rgdal, gstat, ggmap, ggplot2, stats and220

mgcv (Pebesma and Bivand, 2005; Wickham, 2009; Elseberg et al., 2012; Kahle and221

Wickham, 2013; Gräler et al., 2016; Hijmans, 2016; Wood, 2016; Bivand and Lewin-222

Koh, 2017; Bivand and Rundel, 2017; Bivand et al., 2017; R Core Team, 2017b). QGIS223

software version 2.18.7 was used for spatial data manipulation and transformation. The R224

code used for analysis may be found online (Gilbertson, 2017). Data files are not included,225

but are open-source files; the code is intended to provide an overview of the methods used.226

3 Results227

3.1 DISTANCE BASED WAVE ATTENUATION BY SALTMARSH228

The best fitting model of wave attenuation in terms of habitat width (fitted using the229

nonlinear least squares method) was230
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y =
88.76x

15.98 + x
(3)

where y is percent wave height attenuation and x is saltmarsh width in metres231

(Figure 1d). Most wave attenuation occurs over the first 100 m of marsh separating a232

location on land from open water (around 80% reduction of wave height). Data from the233

studies considered indicated a flattening of the distance-attenuation relationship beyond234

this point, with marshes up to 600 m wide offering similar levels of attenuation to those235

100 m wide.236

3.2 VARIATION IN COASTAL PROTECTION AT LOCAL SCALES237

Saltmarsh and mudflat tends to form more readily in sheltered locations than it does at238

exposed sites. These sheltered areas are already at lower risk of coastal hazard from239

waves, meaning that they offer limited protection to the surrounding human infrastructure.240

However, specific habitat locations offer very high value wave attenuation. Heat maps of241

wave fetch, saltmarsh widths and effective wave fetch for an Essex saltmarsh are presented242

in Figure 2. The corresponding protection indices based on building density, farmland,243

and the combined index for the same location are shown in Figure 3.244

Small scale spatial structure in values of the index depends primarily on the form of245

the coastline. In Figure 3 it can be clearly seen that marshes in more exposed locations246

are assigned a higher value of the index. This outweighs the proximity of features that247

are deemed worth protecting - if there is nothing to protect it from, the calculated value248

is low. Exposed (and “high value”) marsh and mudflat habitats often neighbour sheltered249

habitats. This shelter may result from coastline shape, or from the more exposed marshes250

themselves, over which wave exposure is rapidly reduced with distance.251
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Fig. 2: Values calculated using the habitat summary algorithms for all points
along a section of the Essex (SE England) coastline, showing : (a) Wave fetch
(m); (b) Saltmarsh average widths (m); (c) Effective wave fetch (m). Red cells
correspond to higher values of fetch, saltmarsh width or effective fetch. The extent
of saltmarsh is indicated by the brown region in (b).
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Fig. 3: Protection index for buildings, farmland, and the merged index for
an Essex marsh, overlaid with agricultural land, building, and saltmarsh maps.
Higher protection values indicate greater relative importance of that area of marsh.
(a) Protection index for buildings (indicated by black points); (b) Protection index
for farmland (indicated by green regions; lighter =⇒ higher quality); (c)
Merged protection index taking both buildings and agricultural land into account.
Saltmarsh extent is indicated by the brown region.

3.3 VARIATION IN COASTAL PROTECTION AT REGIONAL SCALES252

Agricultural land data was not available for Wales, and as such the protection index for253

the Welsh coastline depends on building density alone.254

Our combined metric indicates that the saltmarsh areas protecting human255

infrastructure are predominantly on the east and south coasts of the UK (Figure 4 and256

Figure 5). These saltmarshes are found in confined spatial locations, and are those which257

have areas of habitat on more exposed sections of coastline, where agricultural and/or258

built-up areas also lie nearby. In localities where habitat was found exclusively within259

embayments, the value calculated was low.260

Particular examples of such habitats are located in the Northumberland Coast AONB261
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near Berwick-upon-Tweed, Saltfleetby–Theddlethorpe Dunes National Nature Reserve262

near Saltfleet, Holkham National Nature Reserve near Wells-next-the-Sea, Suffolk Coast263

and Heaths AONB near Felixstowe, Dengie National Nature Reserve near Tillingham,264

South Downs National Park near Brighton, between Gibraltar Point National Nature265

Reserve and The Wash National Nature Reserve near Boston, Chichester Harbour AONB266

near Selsey, and East Devon AONB near Exmouth.267
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4 Discussion268

Much research has been performed into relationships between particular features of269

saltmarsh and their contribution to coastal protection, from vegetation type to sediment270

composition, and their relation to wave height and water depth, e.g. Barbier et al. (2008);271

Gedan et al. (2011); Möller (2012). These studies have assessed and quantified many of272

the characteristics of regional saltmarshes. Studies examining how saltmarshes react to273

climate change and human impact are also extensive (King and Lester, 1995; Adnitt274

et al., 2007; Beaumont et al., 2007; Gedan et al., 2011; Phelan et al., 2011; Neale et al.,275

2014). The non-linear attenuation of wave height and energy with distance traversed over276

habitat has previously been noted (Gedan et al., 2011), including the observation that277

even narrow strips of habitat can offer significant levels of protection. Until now,278

however, there have been no national scale (and spatially resolved) estimates of279

saltmarsh contribution to coastal protection. Our study integrates national scale fetch280

estimates with remotely sensed habitat data and information on land use and human281

structures in order to identify areas where coastal protection via wave attenuation by282

saltmarsh is greatest; preservation of which is likely to be crucial.283

Our protection indices identified the saltmarshes that protect the most humans or284

human interests from the greatest threats from wave exposure. Most of these areas are285

along the eastern and southern coast of England, where the saltmarshes are shielding a286

high density of buildings and agricultural land from coastline with high wave fetch. The287

more protected west coast, shielded by Ireland and numerous islands, has a generally288

lower protection index. Within "The Wash" (the large bay near Boston in Lincolnshire,289

east coast), nearly the entire bay is lined by saltmarshes which are identified as important290

to coastal protection. Several (already well-studied) marshes near the Essex Estuary were291

also identified as providing a high level of coastal protection. Our computation included292

saltmarsh habitat only, although it could easily be extended to include mudflats given293
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information on wave attenuation over this habitat.294

In order to improve the identification of high-value saltmarshes, locating areas which295

already have hard sea defence barriers is a crucial next step. Hard defences can prevent296

landward marsh migration, resulting in saltmarsh loss under rising sea level conditions.297

In such cases, marsh may be deemed less important to protect, both due to the limitations298

on marsh movement as well as the protection already offered by hard sea defences.299

Aside from structures explicitly created for sea defence, the buildings saltmarshes300

currently protect may themselves cause loss of saltmarsh due to coastal squeeze. While301

the risk of coastal squeeze could make the saltmarshes less valuable to protect, there302

is also higher incentive to protect regional saltmarshes when they are close to valuable303

property, and policy should account for coastal squeeze threatening loss of saltmarsh in304

high-value areas. While it attempts to account for spatial variation in building density305

and agricultural land quality, our metric does not include an explicit financial element.306

Financial assessment of the buildings and agricultural land surrounding saltmarshes would307

provide an obvious refinement of the protection index presented here, as well as help308

coastal managers balance the disadvantages of protecting a marsh which may be lost in309

the future due to coastal squeeze with the advantages of protecting high-value human310

infrastructure.311

As has been documented previously (Adnitt et al., 2007; Gedan et al., 2011; Cousins312

et al., 2016), high wave fetch is linked to an overall reduction in saltmarsh presence, due313

to the difficulty that vegetation has establishing in such conditions. Climate change is314

expected to affect both temperature (in the UK marine environment, primarily on the east315

coast; Burrows et al., 2011) and also meteorological conditions. If climate change316

increases frequency or severity of storms, locations with high wave fetch will be317

disproportionally affected, as these locations are already more exposed and thus storm318

surges will hit these areas more than sheltered marshes. In response, marsh extent and319
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presence could decrease. Rising sea levels may also force landwards shifts in saltmarsh320

and mudflat habitat, causing coastal squeeze (Lowe et al., 2001; Boorman, 2003; Neale321

et al., 2014) and a further decrease in saltmarsh habitat.322

As mentioned previously, wave attenuation is dependent on other characteristics of323

marshes, including vegetation type and density, sediment type, and habitat324

fragmentation. Much of the data used here to parameterise wave attenuation was derived325

from locations in eastern or southeastern England. In general, saltmarshes in those326

regions tend to be large, floristically diverse marshes with dominant pioneer and low-mid327

marsh communities (Burd, 1989; JNCC, 2004; Adnitt et al., 2007). Upper and328

transitional marsh communities are often nearly nonexistent, and the pioneer Spartina329

dominates in much of the south (Burd, 1989). On the west coast, saltmarshes are often330

heavily grazed and upper marsh communities tend to be more common, while in Wales331

and northwest England mid-upper marsh communities dominate (Burd, 1989; JNCC,332

2004). There is significant regional variation in which species are likely to occur in the333

different saltmarsh zones (Adnitt et al., 2007). Sediment type also varies regionally, and334

eastern marshes tend toward fine sediments, while western marshes often have sandy335

sediment (JNCC, 2004). North-south gradients exist in species diversity and marsh size;336

marshes in the south tend to be continuous, large, and speciose, while saltmarshes in337

northern England are often smaller with fewer species (Burd, 1989). As a consequence,338

the model constructed here may be impacted by the inclusion of data from northern or339

western saltmarshes in the UK, whether that was through the modification of the340

distance-attenuation relationship, or the inclusion of a spatially dependent attenuation341

function. For marshes of the same width and wave fetch, we would expect342

western-facing marshes to have greater wave heights in the upper marsh than343

eastern-facing marshes, given their sparser vegetation and exposure to prevailing winds.344

The protection index created here calculates coastal protection as potential wave345
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attenuation. Several salient features which may impact wave attenuation were omitted346

for various reasons. Two such features include water depths and relative wave heights,347

which, as these quantities increase, are known to generally reduce or increase wave348

attenuation respectively (Möller, 2006; Anderson et al., 2011). These factors were349

indirectly considered as the wave attenuation data used to develop a model for wave350

attenuation included a range of water depths and wave heights; however, the wave351

attenuation values associated with individual wave heights or water depths were not352

always available, and so the data averages wave attenuation over the different conditions.353

It would be useful to incorporate such hydrodynamic features with more specificity in354

the model for wave attenuation. Additionally, an assumption of the current model is that355

saltmarshes exist at an elevation such that the water level is at vegetation height, allowing356

the marsh to attenuate waves at all times. This assumption is not necessarily true, as357

marshes are not constantly inundated by water. Information on marsh elevation and tidal358

range would therefore be another component to introduce to our model for wave359

attenuation, in order to determine how frequently the marsh is actually providing service360

through wave attenuation.361

Finally, our calculation omitted directionality of prevailing winds or frequency of362

onshore storms. For the UK, such an amendment would likely place greater emphasis363

on habitat which provides shelter to the south-west, although previous studies have not364

necessarily found that incorporating such details enhances model performance (Burrows365

et al., 2008). Information on this point could be obtained from meteorological data, but366

accounting fully for the intricacies of physical interactions between land and sea would367

require application of detailed meteorological, hydrodynamic and wave models.368

In many areas, wave exposure may not be the primary threat. Saltmarshes that369

provide significant wave attenuation may not be the same marshes that best protect370

against flooding, storm surges, or erosion, and protection indices may therefore need to371
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incorporate multiple types of sea defense. For consideration of erosion risk,372

incorporation of sediment type (and indeed nearshore sediment dynamics) in models is373

likely to be especially important.374

Accounting for the factors noted above, it is apparent that the index we have375

developed provides only a first approximation to the protective services provided by376

saltmarsh habitats. There is clear potential for the refinement of the metric given the377

provision of additional spatial information at a geographical scale. However, empirical378

work to assess the validity of the effective fetch calculation (and the relevance of the379

metric to specific locations and scenarios) is also likely to be necessary in order to allow380

decisions to be made on the value of particular marshes.381

In summary, we have developed an index for assessing habitat importance for wave382

attenuation on a national scale. The results obtained can help inform coastal ecosystem383

managers and policymakers in the United Kingdom, and provide a robust and flexible384

method of prioritizing saltmarshes for conservation. In general, this approach could be385

extended, preferably with the improvements discussed above, to areas outside the United386

Kingdom. The particular metric developed here would require adjustment, as the model387

for wave attenuation was fitted to data corresponding primarily to saltmarshes in the UK,388

with one study containing data from the Netherlands (Bouma et al., 2005). Should389

relevant data on wave attenuation, wave fetch, and human infrastructure exist for a given390

region, however, this method to develop a metric for coastal protection via wave391

attenuation should be easily applicable and useful for coastal management in any area392

with saltmarsh or other protective coastal vegetation.393
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